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Abstract 

Handloom weaving is one of the exclusive traditional art which has always been eye-

catching. One such woven traditional textile is Varanasi sarees.  A large number of 

handlooms were in existence in Varanasi from the time immemorial.  The present research 

was conducted in Varanasi district of Uttar Pradesh state in India to study the type of designs 

and motifs used by the Varanasi weavers. Designs drawn are majorly inspired by nature is a 

very old and timeless trend. Its beauty is unparalleled undoubtedly appeals to the senses and 

therefore finds the route to everyone’s heart. The designs inspired by flora and fauna are very 

popular in Varanasi silk sarees and other wearable silk made articles such as dress materials, 

lehengas, and dupattas. The study tries to do in-depth research on designs, motifs, 

and methods used in the development of designs for weaving by Varanasi weavers.  
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Introduction:                   

Weaving is one of the oldest skills known to humans, dating back to prehistoric times. Since 

then, India’s hand-woven textile industry has been one of the world’s largest and most 

renowned for making woven textiles. From the very beginning of civilization, trade and 

commerce in Varanasi has been the main centre of attraction and has flourished very well in 

the production of silk textiles. Varanasi is the home to lakhs of weavers which has a long 

route in history and has a glorious past in the production of textiles. This handloom industry 

survived mainly on its aesthetics, uniqueness and craftsmanship. Fascinating motifs and super 

design of the fabric assigned special importance to the sector. The artisans do endeavours to 

present the floral design in natural surrounding so that natural feeling can be evoked. Various 

natural motifs were used in Varanasi sarees  to beautify the fabric from past till present day.  

Materials and methods: The study was conducted in different localities of Varanasi district. 

A preliminary survey was conducted to locate the weavers and shop keepers, who were 

producing woven textile in the district. The study was conducted on 100 weavers engaged in 

handloom weaving from Varanasi. The weavers were selected through random sampling 

technique. An interview schedule was prepared for data collection and the respondents were 
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contacted personally to study about the designs, motifs, and methods used in the development 

of designs for weaving. The collected data were coded, tabulated and analyzed statistically by 

using percentage, weighted score and ranking.  

Results and discussion: The data of the study were tabulated and analyzed. This included 

data about the background information of the respondents, types of designs used, types of 

motifs used, and methods used in the development of designs for weaving by Varanasi 

weavers.  

Socio-personal profile of the respondents:   The findings related to the socio-personal 

profile of the weavers are presented in Table 1. The background information of the weavers 

included in this study was their age, education, training received in weaving, marital and 

family status, family size and income. It also included the information related to their 

business such as initiating motivational factors and investments for starting a business.  

A majority (65 per cent) of the weavers belonged to 30 and above age group, Among the 

weavers 60 per cent weavers were illiterates, 21 per cent weavers were high school, 10 per 

cent weavers were Intermediate and 9 per cent weavers were graduates. The majority of the 

weavers (100%) were male. Most of them (84%) were married, 64 per cent weavers had 

nuclear families and 36 per cent had joint families. 78 per cent weavers had personal monthly 

income ranging from Rs. 1000 to 5000. Majority of weavers (75%) had family income below 

Rs.5000.  

Types of designs used in weaving 

The information was gathered regarding the types of designs used in weaving. Table 1 

reveals that natural designs were mainly used in weaving and got first rank (s=300) as 

hundred per cent weavers frequently used natural designs. Sixty per cent weavers frequently 

and twenty-five per cent occasionally used traditional designs and got second rank (s=245). 

Geometrical designs come next where 25 per cent weavers frequently and 50 per cent 

occasionally used them in weaving. 

Stylized designs got last rank i.e. fourth rank as only fifteen per cent weavers 

frequently and 42 per cent weavers occasionally used traditional designs in weaving. 

Natural designs are being used for weaving by Varanasi weavers since generations till 

now. As natural designs are always an interesting element used to make the fabric more 

elegant which is highly preferred by people who admire collectables. The second interesting 

class of design is traditional designs; as most of them like turanj or paisley, mango, lotus, and 

peacock etc. are very famous motifs used frequently by veteran designers since decades. The 
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geometrical and stylized designs are used by them but less often as compared to natural and 

traditional designs. 

Table- 1 Distribution of weavers according to the types of designs used for weaving   

           (N=100)                                     

S.No.   Designs         F         O      N      WS Rank 

  F              % F           % F              %   

1 Traditional 60             60 25         25 15           15 245      2 

2 Natural 100           100 -- -- 300      1 

3 Geometrical 25             25 50         50 25           25 200      3 

4 Stylized 15             15 42         42 43            43 172      4 

  F = Frequency,  % = Percentage, Multiple responses 

Some interesting images of Banarasi sarees and motifs used are presented here underPlate 1: 

depict a profusion of intricate floral twigs, tendrils and blossoms elegantly arrayed animals 

like the elephant, lion, and horse, fancifully woven motifs of birds like the peacock, parrot 

and other fauna, gracefully executed other geometrical and stylized motifs and the ever-

charming paisley pattern. 

 

Types of motifs used in weaving  

          The weavers of Varanasi use a large repertoire of motifs. Each motif has many 

variations in terms of detail and application. 

Bansal (2009) in her study on “6 yards of unstitched cloth – Sari” mentioned that Most 

Banarasi saris reflect ancient Mughal influence which is seen in the motifs used like floral 

and foliate motifs (kalga and bel), a string of upright leaves called jhallar usually weaved on 

the inner and outer edge. Other motifs used are animals and figures with small details, scenes 

from the village, fairs, designs inspired by the architecture of temple and mosque, etc. The 

edge of the sari border is a characteristic of Banarasi Saris.  

Mehta K. (2017) has mentioned in her article about designs of Banarasi Sarees that Back in 

the Mughal era, the designs on Banarasi sarees largely consisted of Islamic motifs such as 

floral patterns, stylised leaves, and the use of jali work (net), all of which can also be found 

also in their architecture. The Taj Mahal boasts of similar motifs in intricate inlay work 

crafted from and within stone. The effect is simply stunning. The designs were an attempt to 

recreate the bounty of jannat (paradise).  
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It is inferred from Table 2, that all the weavers (100%) used floral motifs (s=300) so it 

has got the first rank. Combination of two or more type of motifs got the second rank as 48 

per cent (s=231) weavers frequently and 35 per cent occasionally combined motifs of 

different types. Forty-eight per cent weavers frequently and 27 per cent occasionally used 

stylized motifs and got third rank (s=223). Abstract motifs scored fourth rank (s=209) as 

thirty-two per cent weavers frequently and 45 per cent weavers occasionally used.  

 

Table- 2 Distribution of weavers according to the types of motifs used in weaving                      (N=100) 

S.No.     Types of motifs       F        O      N    WS Rank 

  F           % F           % F           %   

   1 Floral 100      100 -             - -             -     300      1 

   2 Animal 4             4 50          50 46        46     158      7 

   3 Human figure ‐    - 25          25 75        75     125      8 

   4 Geometrical 30          30 42          42 28        28     202      5 

   5 Stylized 48          48 27          27 25        25     223      3 

   6 Monumental 5            5 46          46 49        49     186      6 

   7 Abstract design 32         32 45          45 23        23     209      4 

   8 Combination of two or more 

type of motifs 

48         48 35          35 17        17     231      2 

  F = Frequency,  % = Percentage, Multiple responses 

Geometrical and monumental motifs are placed at fifth and sixth ranks respectively 

(s=202 and s= 186) as 30 per cent weavers frequently and 42 per cent occasionally used 

geometrical motifs while five per cent frequently and 46 per cent occasionally used animal 

motifs in weaving. Human figures got last rank (s= 125) as only 25 per cent weavers 

occasionally used human figures in weaving work.   

The reason behind lesser amount of animal and human motifs woven was the fact that 

majority of the weavers are Muslim in Varanasi and showcase Islamic resistance to the 

representation of living beings so they avoid depicting lifelike forms. Sometimes if animal 

shapes were used, they were always highly stylized and not lifelike. 
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Plate 1 Different motifs used in Banarasi sarees 
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the tree of life. Many of these designs, patterns and methods used in creation are traditional; 

many contemporary designers constantly try to revive them according to the changing trend”. 

Similar studies on motifs used by Varanasi weavers have reflected that maximum motifs are 

floral in varied forms but monumental motifs are rarely used in Banarasi sarees and other 

dress materials. 

The method used in the development of designs for weaving 

It is observed that all weavers (100%) frequently developed their designs and got first 

rank (s=300). Eighty per cent weavers picked up methods of developing designs frequently 

from a source and ten per cent weavers were found picking up designs from any sources 

occasionally and got second rank (s= 270). Modifying the original design and copying from 

the original got the third (s=110) and fourth ( s= 102) rank respectively as only ten per cent 

respondents modified the original design and two per cent weavers used the option of 

copying from original occasionally and none of them was using these options frequently. 

Table-3 Distribution of weavers according to the method used in the development of 

designs for weaving 

                (N=100) 

SN. Mode of developing 

design 

F O N WS Rank 

  F               % F                % F            %   

1 Pick up from a source  80            80 10               10 10            10    270       2 

2 Modify the original 

design 

- 10               10 90            90    110       3 

3 Develop your own design  100        100 - -    300       1 

4 Copying from original - 2                   2 98           98    102       4 

  F = Frequency,  % = Percentage, Multiple responses 

In the field of fashion and attire, everyone desires an intermingling of class, newness, 

ethnicity in tune with fashion trends and this calls for a lot of creativity. The designer who 

creates their own designs through their experience meets this demand. Followed by the one 

who picked up the design from a source because designs created from an inspiration have 

also very creative and an appealing sense.  

The research has given an insight into the Varanasi weavers, the types of designs and motifs 

used for weaving and the methods used in the development of designs used. From the 

research it can be concluded that in Banarasi sarees the motifs used are mostly floral and 
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designs are inspired by nature. Weavers are developing their own designs that is the most 

interesting thing as each saree is unique because of its design exclusiveness.  

Research Inference: As most of these weavers are Muslim by religion hence in alignment 

with their religious preaching they mostly prefer using motifs which are inspired by nature. 

However it would be stereotypical to say their source of inspirations are still the same. As per 

the research findings and time progression there could be a possibility of upgrading the 

existing legacy of traditional designs in order to match with evolving market trend. For 

example working on the placements of motifs in the design and using contrast colour tones of 

threads to give a similar look and feelin the final product. Another possibility is potential 

product diversification where a range of such products can be suggested to these weavers 

which would be small lifestyle items and can be produced in bulk maintaining the cost. This 

step would help these weavers to efficiently scale up their working capacity and also uplift 

their livelihoods. 
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